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ABSTRACT
We describe a method for enhancingauditory awarenessby selec-
tively passing speech sounds in the environment to the user. We
develop a robust far-ﬁeld speech detection algorithm for noisy en-
vironments and a source localization algorithm for ﬂexible arrays.
We then combine these methods to give a user control over the
spatial regions from which speech will be passed through. Using
thistechnique,wehaveimplementeda“smartheadphones”system
in whicha usercanbelistening to music over headphonesandhear
speech from speciﬁed directions mixed in. We show our prelim-
inary results on the algorithms and describe initial user feedback
about the system.
1. INTRODUCTION
There are many situations in which our ears are not sufﬁcient to
analyze the auditory scene around us. This can be for a number
of reasons- physicalboundaries(headphonesor walls), conﬂicting
sound sources, high cognitive loads, and of course hearing loss.
While the general problem of auditory scene analysis [1] has
received a great deal of attention, it is extremely difﬁcult to deal
with all possible forms of environmental sound. We focus here on
amuchsmaller domain,namelyspeechandconversations,because
of their critical role in our social interactions. The goal is to detect
these types of auditory events and to selectively make the user
aware of them.
Our approach combinesspeech detection and speechsource lo-
calizationtechniques. Wehavedevelopedarobustspeechdetection
algorithm for far-ﬁeld microphones (i.e., does not a require close-
talking/noisecancelingmicrophone)thatdetectsvoicedsoundsand
combines them when they co-occur into utterances. This mecha-
nism is fairly robust but is sensitive to certain kinds of harmonic
sources/noise. The secondstage is a source localization algorithm
that determines the most likely direction of utterances from a ﬂex-
ible array of three or more microphones. The user interface allows
the user to set the directional sensitivity for speech – he can have
speechfrom only particular directions come through.
The application scenarios for this are many: our personal fa-
vorite is that of “smart headphones,” which allow a user to listen
to his favorite music at top volume without disturbing others or
losing awareness of the conversational scene around him. When
speechstarts comingin, hecaneither haveit playedto him through
his headphones as he continues listening to his music or stop the
music to pay full attention to the conversation. In either case, it
alleviates the annoying and familiar situation of having to come
up to the headphone-wearer,tap him on the shoulder, and wait for
him to take off the headphones before speaking to him. The user
can also selectively listen for/amplify speech only from his left,
for instance, where his friend may be sitting in a crowded plane,
allowing him to disregard speech from others. Another “smart
headphones” scenario is for people working in high-noise envi-
ronments - airport runways, steel foundries, etc., where hearing
protection is a necessity. The proposed system could allow such
workers to have normal conversationswithout taking off their pro-
tective gear. Hearing aid applications are in a similar vein, though
here the slight delay introduced by the detection algorithm could
hurt speechreadingperformance. Moving away from headphones,
we see a variety of other applications as well. For instance, the
microphones could be placed outside the user’s ofﬁce door, set off
to relay audio only when speech is coming from directly in front
of the door. The speech of people passing through the hall would
be ignored,while a visitor’s speechwouldcomeclearly throughon
the user’s speakers.
In this paper, we ﬁrst describe our techniques for speech detec-
tion and speech source localization. We then show some prelimi-
nary results from using this system and close with a discussion of
our future work.
2. BACKGROUND AND METHODS
There hasbeena large body of prior work in both speechdetection
and source localization. In the interests of brevity, we will only
touch upon the most relevant work and describe how our work
relates to it.
2.1. SpeechDetection
Asinterestinspeechapplicationsforopenenvironmentshasgrown,
speech detection in noisy environments has received increased at-
tention from speechresearchers. For instance, there is the work of
Junquaet al. [2] whichpresentsanumberof adaptiveenergy-based
techniques,the work of Huangand Yang [3] which usesa spectral
entropy measure to pick out voiced regions, and most recently the
work of Wu and Lin [4], which extends the work of Junqua et. al
by looking at multiple bands and using a neural network to learn
the appropriate thresholds. The basic approach of these methods
is to ﬁnd features that allow detection of voiced segments (i.e.,
vowels) and then group them together into utterances. We found
this compelling, but noted that many of the features suggested by
the authors above could be easily fooled by environmental noises.
As aresult, we soughta feature that wasmore speciﬁcto speech
than particular bands of spectral energy. We found this in thebandedstructure of voicedsegments- asweknowfrom the source-
ﬁlter model of spech, the Fourier transform of the glottal pulse
convolved with the vocal tract is the vocal tract transfer function
multiplied by a sequenceof peaksat integer multiples of the pulse
frequency. Furthermore, since the pitch varies continuouslywithin
voiced segments, these lines are continuous as well. This results
in a clear set of striated lines through every vowel, as shown in
ﬁgure 1 below. When such lines exist in a harmonic relation for a
long enough time, we can be quite certain that voicing is present.
Such a feature will be robust to most environmental noises, but
will of coursebesusceptibleto certain musical instrumentssuchas
tubas, and other sourceswhich have a similar source-ﬁlter model.
Figure 1: Continuous, striated lines running through a voiced seg-
ment
In order to make use of this feature, we ﬁrst go through several
preprocessing steps. In order to catch the banded nature of the
vowels, we use a 1024 point FFT at a framestep of 64 samples
(sampling at 16 kHz). After computing the log of the power spec-
trum, we compute a running expectation of each band
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The coefﬁcient
￿ begins at 10
￿2, allowing the system to adapt
rapidly at ﬁrst, and is eventually decayed to 10
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slow but continual adaptation (note that if frames are marked as
containing voicing, they are not included in the adaptation). We
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We do the computation above with one caveat: if the standard
deviation of
X
k
[
t
] (i.e., the denominator above) is less than one,
we do not divide by it. This prevents low-energy bands with a
small variancefrom producinglarge spikesfrom small amounts of
energy.
The next task is to ﬁnd all of the candidate peaks in the nor-
malized log power spectrum. In order to prevent small ripples at
either high or low energies to be countedas peaks,we usea simple
hysteresis mechanism. There are two thresholds:
p
m
i
n, which is
the minimum valuethe power must reach in order to be considered
a peak, and
v
m
a
x which is the value to which the power must go
down within the following valley before another peak can be con-
sidered to begin. Once the beginning and ends of peak periods are
found, the maximum values within each period are chosen as the
actualpeaklocations. Thisprocessis illustrated inthe ﬁgurebelow
(ﬁgure 2).
With the peak candidates found, we would like to determine
which of them fall into a harmonic relationship. However, we
found that trying to detect bandedness on a per-frame basis was
unreliable due to the noise in the signal (as also noticed by Wu et
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Figure 2: Peak thresholds
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al. in [5]). Instead of summing adjacent frames, though, which
is equivalent to taking longer framesizes, we took the approach
of tracking the lines over time and then checking for a harmonic
relation. The tracking algorithm is simple – every time a peak is
found, it is checked whether it could be a continuation of any of
the existing lines. To be such a continuation, it must be within two
samples(in the FFT domain) of the previouslocation. If it is not, a
new line is started. In addition, eachline is allowedto have gapsof
uptotwoframestohelpdealwithcorruptionbynoise. Thisprocess
results in many spurious “line pieces.” The number of candidate
lines canbe greatlyreducedbyrequiring candidatevoicinglines to
be of a minimum length
l
m
i
n – in our case, 20 frames.
Oncethesufﬁciently longlines havebeenmarkedout, wecheck
to see if they form a harmonic relationship. Note that in order to
know whether the lines were long lines, we must wait the same
number of frames as the minimum length for a voicing line. Look-
ing back 20 frames in time, then, we go through pitch candidates
from 30 Hz to 350 Hz at a stepping of about 3 Hz. To do this, we
go through all multiples of the candidate pitch,
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if the nearest long line’s frequency (
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Once the criterion for bandedness (
k
>5, in our experiments)
has been achieved, we ﬁnd the longest line that ﬁts this banded
relation and trace it from its beginning to its end, and mark that
region as being voiced.
Thenextstepis togroupvoicedsegmentsintoutterances,sothat
we catch the unvoiced parts of the speech as well. At this point,
we are doing this using only proximity in time – if another voiced
segment occurs before the maximum within-utterance silence gap
(
t
g) has passed, it is considered part of the utterance. As a result,
wecannottellif anutterancehasendeduntil
t
g frameshavepassed.
Since
t
g is typically on the order of a second, this can be too long
a gap for some applications. We can counteract this by either
reducing
t
g or making the best possible decision at a sooner time.
The latter policy results in more false positives (we will sometimes
say we are in an utterance when we are actually not), but will not
cause us to miss speech and let us work with the much shorter
latency of the voicing decision(
l
m
i
n). The ﬁgure below illustrates
the detection of voiced segments and utterances (ﬁgure 3).
The main weakness of this algorithm is the large number of
thresholds/parameters. Fortunately, theyseemto befairly robusttoFigure3: Detectedvoiced(smalldashedboxes)andutterance(large
solid box) segments. The contrast has been normalized to make
the segmentation more clear.
variousmicrophonesandlarge environmentalvariations (as shown
in the results section below). This is due mostly to the adaptive
pre-processing step. It would be quite possible to train most or all
of these parameters, and we are pursuing methods to do this at the
moment.
2.2. Source Localization
There is a long history of work in source localization in the
radar/antennacommunity, and we cannot begin to give a complete
history of it here. However, there are three assumptions typically
madeinthisworkthatarenotsatisﬁedinourcase. First, thesignals
dealt with in that community are either of a known form (a pulse
that is sent out and modiﬁed in parametric ways upon reﬂection)
or within a small frequency range. Second,the signals are coming
from agreatdistance,allowingfor a“planewave”assumption(i.e.,
the wavefronts appear as straight lines instead of circles because
the source is so far away). Third, the array geometry is typically
assumedto be both known and ﬁxed. In our case, we have to deal
with anunknownsignal(usually speech)that hasa verywide spec-
tral range and is often coming from nearby(the user’s mouth!). To
makethe problem even worse, in the caseswhere the microphones
arewornonthebody(typicalforthesmartheadphonesapplication),
our array geometry is unknownand constantly in motion.
Because speech does not satisfy the usual assumptions, phased
arrays have not beenwidely usedfor speechprocessing. There are
anumberofworksthat dobeamforming(signalenhancement)with
speech[6, 7, 8, 9], including [8], who develop an array built into a
pair ofeyeglassesthatdo ﬁxedbeamformingfor ahearingaid. The
use of arrays for speechlocalization has been even more limited –
[7] andafewothers. Last, asfar asweknow,thereis nootherwork
before ours on building arrays on the body for source localization.
We give a complete accountof building how we do localization
from a body-based ﬂexible array in [10], but we summarize some
key details here. Our method for delay estimation between the
microphonesisstraightforward–onesimplyhastobecarefulabout
the spacing and frequency constraints (see [10]). The interesting
pieceisestimatingtheactualincomingdirectionofthesound. Since
we cannot make a far-ﬁeld assumption, the constraint of constant
delay between two ﬁxed points yields one side of a hyperbola
(the other side is not relevant since sound only propagates in a
positive direction). In 3D, this is a hyperboloid (the hyperbola
is rotated around the axis connecting the two mics. For three
microphones,the intersections of the hyperboloids form parabolas
in space, typically going through the user’s body. Since the body
acts as an acousticshield, only oneside of the parabolais relevant.
Theproximityofthesourcespreventsusfrom usingtheasymptotes
of these parabolas, and furthermore it is impossible for us to solve
explicitlyforthesourcedirectionsincetheusermayreconﬁgurethe
array every time heputs it on, putting the microphoneson different
parts of the clothing.
As a result, we choose to learn a mapping from the delays to a
source direction. At this stage, we are using the simplest possible
model–anafﬁnemappingbetweendelayspaceand2Dorientation,
i.e.,
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At this point, the user steps through a sequencewhere he snaps
to his front, right, left, below his waist, and then speaks a short
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If we write this equation as
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b, we can easily ﬁnd the
least-squares solution for
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The results of the phase estimation and thus the mapped source
location are somewhat noisy, so we use a simple dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm to enforce stability on the location values by
imposing a cost on location transitions. An example sequence
of tracking 7 speaker changes in a 10 second period is shown in
ﬁgure 4 below.
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Figure 4: Speaker change detections using the dynamic program-
ming algorithm overlaid on the raw cross-correlogram. Darker
values on the cross-correlogram signify higher correlation values.
Thecontiguouslinesegmentscorrespondtodifferentspeakers. Ten
secondsof speechare shown; all sevenspeakerchangesare caught
by the algorithm, including a 1/3 second interjection.
2.3. Combining the Methods
Thespeechdetectionandsourcelocalizationare combinedserially
– the source localization algorithm is activated only on the seg-
ments detected as containing speech. The user is able to specifywhat range of locations he wishes to accept speechfrom and inde-
pendently adjust the volume of the speech. Audio is then passed
through to the user only when speechis detected within the appro-
priate spatial range. In order to keep the latency short, we play
frames that are classiﬁed as being within an utterance but without
waiting for the silence gap of
t
g frames to have passed. As we
mentioned earlier, this allows to get all the speech frames at a low
latency at the expense of playing some extra frames at the end of
each utterance.
3. HARDWARE SETUP AND PROCESSOR LOAD
We tried two different hardware setups for this system. The ﬁrst
one involved headphones plugged into a desktop computer with
microphonessuspendedoverhead. The secondhad smaller micro-
phones place on the body (two on the chest, one near the waist).
On the desktop machine (PIII 700 dual processor), the algorithms
above took from 5% to 10% of the machine’s CPU, while on the
mini-laptop (PI 200 MHz), they took from 10% to 30%. The loads
were this low due to heavy use of Intel’s SIMD instruction sets
through the Intel Performance Libraries.
4. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
At this point, we have not tested our speech detection method on
a large database, but from small experiments in ofﬁce and open
lab space environments the detector catches 82% of utterances
“whole,” i.e., the entirety of the utterance is marked out, and 91%
of utterances are partially marked. 12% of the marked segments
were false positives. The source localization estimated the correct
direction within 30 degrees 88% of the time. We are currently
doing more formal experiments for both of these components in a
number of environments/noiseconditions, and will report on these
results in a later paper.
Wehavetestedthesystemonfourdifferentusersinanoisyofﬁce
environment(doors opening/closing,fan noise, booksdroppingon
tables, etc.), two of whom had no prior knowledge of the system
or what it was supposed to do. All four reported that the system
signiﬁcantly improved their awareness of the speech around them
without distracting them with all of the non-speech sounds, and
foundtheycouldcarryonaconversationwithmusicplaying. These
testsledusto aninterestingdiscovery–sincethereis aﬁxedlagfor
the speech detection algorithm, the user’s own speechwas echoed
back to him with a slight delay. Users found this exceedingly
annoying and found it difﬁcult to speak with the feedback on.
However, because of our source localization stage, it was easy to
eliminate this effect by simply ignoring speech coming from the
user’s location. Since the user is at a ﬁxed phase with respect to
the microphonesin the wearablesetting, this works smoothly even
while he is moving around. There is one caveat here – because
the user’s own voice is mufﬂed by the headphonesand the music,
he will tend to speak much more loudly than necessary. A simple
solution for this would be to pass sound coming from the user’s
directionthroughwithoutrunningthespeechdetection. Thiswould
require running the source localization algorithm on all incoming
data, but would make the user’s interaction in the conversation
much more natural.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We havedemonstratedamechanismfor enhancingauditory aware-
ness through a combination of speech detection and source lo-
calization techniques, and have successfully developed a “smart
headphones” application in an ofﬁce environment. Though our
results are still preliminary, the methods we have described seem
to perform robustly in moderately noisy environments. Further-
more, user feedback indicates that the system is indeed capable
of allowing a headphone-wearer to be aware of the speech in the
environment aroundhim and to take part in a conversationwithout
taking off his headphones.
Thereareanumberofdirectionswewishtotakethiswork. First,
we want to make a more formal evaluation of all the components
of this system as well as the system as a whole. Next, we wish
to explore some of the other application areas we described in the
introduction. Furthermore, we would like to see what other types
of speech ﬁltering may be useful in this scenario. For example,
we coulduse speakeridentiﬁcation techniquesto block out or pass
through speechfrom particular individuals. Last, we would like to
exploreadditionaluserinterfacemechanismsfor gettingthespeech
to the user. Instead of having all speech streamed to the user, for
instance, the system could notify him of speech from a particular
direction with a spatialized tone and allow him to browse through
the last few utterances at his leisure.
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